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Listen and repeat: phonology and behaviourism Perhaps the oldest method of teaching pronunciation involves exercises in elocution: imitation drills and reading aloud. The popular image of students chanting "the rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain" is still the reality of many language classrooms. With the development of recording technology and the rise of audiolingualism, such methods became the stock and trade of language teaching, and, while now widely discredited in the areas of grammar and vocabulary teaching, the "listen and repeat" approach has persisted in t Our History and Politics (BA) degree examines the political and social dimensions of history, and how historical events have influenced the world we live in today. You’ll explore the theory and the reality of why people and states interact in the ways they do. Course Overview. Entry Requirements. The two Departments in which you will learn approach shared research areas such as globalisation, democracy and human rights from different perspectives. You’ll explore both familiar and unfamiliar themes in political, religious, cultural or social history, and will be able to select optional modules to explore specialist themes in more detail. Arts Excellence Scholarship 2020. Published on: 03 Apr 2020. Views: 340,003. Tests Taken: 142,429. So the information of the garden is the wrong answer for this question. Then we can hear that Well, our 4.5 by 9 metres marquee would fit in nicely. Thus, the correct answer for this question must be 4.5. Answer: Hire and installation. After the man asks the name of the woman May I start by taking down your name and postcode? The woman replies her name and postcode Jenny Lakewell, and the postcode’s CV6 TL3. Still here, it is easy in finding the correct answer if you listen carefully. However if you are miss or don’t listen clearly, don’t worry, because the woman explain more about some easily misunderstand points of the name and postcode.